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Greenpeace
Comes To Campus
by Steve Ward
news editor
While five of their cohorts were
being arrested for hanging a banner
from the Eads Bridge, Chris Steel
and Dwight Metzger were on the
UM-St. Louis campus Sept. 29, lecturing to biology classes about their
organization - Greenpeace.
Greenpeace is an enVironmental
group that earned recognition in the
mid-70s with their radical methods
of drawing attention to environmental issues . The Greenp!=!ace Mississippi expedition was in St. Louis
last week in an effort to draw attention to what the organization described
as
the
unnecessary
dumping of toxins into the Mississippi River..
"St . .Louis is one of the worst
places on the river ," Metzger said.
Greenpeace was invited to ca,mpus by Dr. Charles Granger, professor of biology. As an introduction
to a unit on ecology, Granger asked
the memb-ers to lecture to his Wednesday morning biology ' classes in
Stadler Hall .
Metzger, 23 , and Steel , 27, came to
campus armed with a slide presentation depicting Greenpeace members active in the organization's
three campaigns: nuclear issues,
ocean ecology and toxic waste.
"Now we are starting to get into a
lot of issues that don't easily fit into
those areas ," said Steel. " One may
be our kangaroo campaign, or our
energy-in-the-atmosphere
campaign. It gets confusing. "
Some of the more impressive
slides were of those activities that
made
Greenpeace
an
internationall.y reco-gnized organization

Candidates Forllm Set
candidate , and representing Mel
Carnahan will be his daughter,
Robin.

by Kev in Kleine
managing editor
Candidates for statewide offices
will meet here for a forum on Wednesday , Oct . 12 to field questions
from the public.
The event, hosted by the Political
Sci ence Academy , will allow the
candidates a 10-minute time slot for
a short speech with questions from
the audience taking up the remainder each 30 minute block.
The candidates scheduled to
appear are:

9a .m.
.Jay Nixon,(D) opponent to John
Danforth for the U.S. Senate

9:30
• John Hancock (R) and David Kass
CD) , opponents for the 86th Missouri
Cong~essional District se at.

10:00
• R.B . Grisham (R) Lt. Governor

The State Of The Campus ••
,.

- the Save the Whales campaign.
Greenpeace members would go out
into the ocean in search of whaling
ships. When they found one, they
would place their boat between the
whale and the harpoon gun.
"It's crazy, but it works ,"
Metzger said.
Other "crazy" slides were those
of members parachuting from
smokestacks from which they had
hung a banner; standing in the arctic
between a seal and an icebreaker
ship; and placing plugs on drains
that dump toxic waste into rivers.
Metzger and Steel likened their
organization's actions to those of
the Civil Rights movement in the
1960s. Both movements use peaceful civil disobedience to draw attention to their causes.
"All across the country , the uprising concerning toxic waste is very
similar to the Civil Rights movement as far as 'ideas go ," Steel said.
"Everyone has a right to breath
clean air and drink clean water . No
one has the right to take that away
from you. "
After Metzger and Steel presented their slide show, they took questions from the class . Granger said
that hewas pleased with the interest
expressed in the group by the
students.
;'It's a critical thing for people to
think about these kinds of things ,"
Granger said.
Metzger also said that he w~»
happy with the student response.
"The only solution to environmental
problems is an educated public.
There is no way one individual can
stand up to big business. We need to
work together, " he said.

11 :00
.Betty Hearnes, candidate for
governor , will have arepresentative
present. Governor John Ashcroft
will possibly b e able to attend .
• A representative for Bob Holden ,
candidate for state treasurer will
be pres ent.

11 :30
• James Askew (R),candidate for
secretary of state .
Noon
• State Treasurer Wendel Bailey
(R)

Bugs Can
Return

Barnett Asks
City For
Future Aid

To School

by Steve Ward
news editor
In her annual State of the
University Address, Chancellor
Marguerite Barnett kicked off
UM-St. Louis' Silver Anniversary
by asking the St. Lou is area to get
the school into the 21st century.
"We hope that the St. Louis
community will say to us 'We
want you in 25 years to be the
leading public urban research
university in the country," Barnett said.
Implicit in the chancellor'S
speech was that the university
will set its sights on being the
leading urban research university in the country by maintaining its quality faculty, building
programs that · will attract
quality faculty from across the
country, ke eping costs within the
budget of an urban population
and not becoming an elitist
institution .
"I have never fully understood
the logic of judging the quality of
universties and colleges by the
achi evement scores of entering
0

See ADDRESS , page 7

CH ANC ELLOR SPE AKS:

Chancellor Marguerite Barnett
delivered her annual State of the U nive rsity Address on Sept. 29 to
a full J.C. Penney Auditorium. See page 9 for excerpts from the text
of her speech.

The Bugg is back.
Chancellor Barnett announced
in her State of the University
Address that Bugg Lake will be
restored to approximately its
original sight by the spring of
1989.
Bugg Lake, originally a water
hazard from this land's golf
course days, will be located
behind the new science building
projects and will once again
assu,ne its role as an ecosystem
useful for study in biology labs .
The lake, however, is not as
populated by wildlife as it was
two years ago when ·it was
drained to make room for the
additions to the science hall. At
that time there were turtles, fish,
muskrats and ducks , not to mention all of the microscopic life.
Now , only the smaller game is
left.
According to John Mruzik,
supervisor of biology physical
facilities, the school has twei
choices as to how to repopulate
the pond. First, the area could be
reseeded , stocked with flora and
fauna . Or , the lake could be'
allowed to develop on its own.
See BUGG, page 7

First Chancellor"s Awards Given
b y Steve Ward
news editor

10:30
.Mike Wolff (D) , candidate for
attorney general and a representative of the current Attorney
General , William Webster.

Issue 61 _4

There was a Christmas-like
fe eli ng in the J .C. Penney
JAuditorium fo ll owing Chancellor Marguerite Barne tt's
State of the University Address
on Sept. 29. Everyone s aw the
plaques sitting in the middle of
the stage, but no one was truely
expecting
the
no-stringsattatched checks of $5 ,000 to be
hand ed out as part of the reward
for the Chancellor'S Award for
Excellence .
Frank Moss, professor of
physics , received the Chancellor's Award for Achievement
in Research; Laurence Madeo ,
assistant professor of management information systems in the

Sc hool of Bus ines s Admini stration , received the Chancellor 'S
Faculty Teaching Aw ard for
outstanding classroom perform - .
ance and creat iv e and innovat ive
teaching method s; an d Vicki L.
Sauter, ass ociate professor of
management inform ation systems in the School of Busines s
Administr atio n, received the
Chancellor's Facu lty Ser vice
Award for otstanding academic ,
humanitarian or profeSSional
service on or off campus by a
facult.y member.
Each award winner was presented with a plaque and
stipends of $5,000 each. Ea ch
winner was nominated for the
awards by fell ow faculty members or by students .
Moss , who has been a me mber

of the faculty since 1970. ea rned
his res earc h award in the st udy of
"noi se- dri\'en"
non-linear
d ·namics.
"In this lab. we make models of
real ph sical experiments bot h ana log (el ectroni C) and digital (computer), and we . talk to
th eorists around the world working in area s we ar e interested
in," said Moss in the Se pt. 29
issu e of "Spir it of UM-St .
Louis."
Madeo came to UM-St. Louis in
1980 but left after two years of
teachin g to take a job at the
Uni versi ty of Iowa but returned
to St. Lou is in 1984 .
" I belie ve in a strong liberal
art s education and push my
stude nts not to think in t he same
way they alwa_ s have," Mad eo

said ." But we are also expected
to prepare our students for jobs. I
think I have had success at both ,
,but the feedback for preparing
th em for jobs is more obvious ."
Sauter also has been a part of
UM-St. Louis since 1980 and very
active that entire time.
"I don't know that I could name
all of the committees I've been
on," Sauter said. "What I have
done t hat has had the most
impact on campus has been with
regard to computers. I've been a
member or at least chaired
almost every computer committee that I can, and I really pushed
behind the lines to work with the
deans and directors to try to be
r esponsive . "

Shutt le Carried UM Work
by Paul Thompson
editor

Rene RQY>'e .

SPACED OUT: Robert Cabaniss poses with a glass ampule he designed, Eight of his ampules were on
last week's space shuttle mission.
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When the space shuttle Discovery was launched into orbit on
Sept. 29 , Rob ert Cabanis s had his
fingers crossed.
Like many Americans who were
rooting for the shuttle's successful
launch, Ca\}aniss wanted to s ee t he
U.S . space program back on track
after the ill-fated voyage of the
Challenger in January 1986.
But Cabaniss, a glassblower on
the staff of the UM-St. Louis
chemistry department, had more
at stake than most Americans.
Riding aboard Discovery were
eight glass ampules Cabaniss had
developed in the chemistry '
department for McDonnell
Douglas. The ampules are being
used to test new ways of developing strong, light-weight metal
alloys in zero gravity conditions.
Cabaniss had seen t.he experiment go awry once befor e - when
the Challenger exploded into
flames on Jan. 28 , 1986, killing all
seven crew members . Last week's

LEADERSHIP ...

IMPORTED, EH ...

A term applied to the Army
ROTC program which stresses
leadership,
excellence
and
scholastic superiority.
See story page 4

Arriving from Canada, freshman
Stephanie Hahn has entered the
volleyball
season
with
a
positive o~utJook.
S.ee ~tory page 6

successful fli ght ended month s of
delays and renewed hopes for the
Ameri can space program.
"1 had my finger s crossed, "
Cabaniss said . "The sa me experimen t was on board t he Challenger
when it blew up ."
Th e experiment , de signed by
Bruce Ll oyd, a student now at
UMC , and constructed by Cabaniss
working in conjunction with
McDonnell Douglas engineers and
metallurgists, may help to develop
stronger metals for aircraft and
spacecraft that could carry the
nation 's hi fh-tec h revolution 20
years into ;he future.
The eight glass am pule s - four
about eight inches long an d four
about four inches long - each contain a titaniu m alloy filament
hou sed in a second tube. Both ends
of the ampules are equipped with
electrodes connected by the
tit anium fi lam ent.
In the zero gravity atmosphere
of outer space, the electrodes were
designed to heat the titanium
filaments to melting point. The
mole cule s would then rearrange

themselves, something
res ear chers hope will create a
more fatigue-resistant alloy.
" What they want to see on melting is how it restructures itself,"
Caban iss said. "The molecules will
rearrange themselves in zero
gravity for a better mixing of t he
alloys.
"This is the sort of experiment
that will be conducted and
possibly used to manufacture
exotic materials that will be used
in spacecraft and aircraft. They 're
llways looking for stronger,
lighter materials, " he said.
Developing better high-stress
alloys for aircraft could prevent
the sheering effect caused by
metal fatigue that has ca used
so me commercial jetliners to
crash, Cabaniss said.
"They're looking for the purity
and the proper mixing of the
metals for that alloy. Ideally , in
zero gravity, you would get that
effect. You would get a lighter,
See SPACE, page 3

CAMPUS REMINDER
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week will be held
Oct. 16 -22 . Information will be
available in Summit Lounge in
the Student Center on Oct. 17 .

\,
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C8IDp us E vents
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7
.3rd Annual Gateway Debate ' tournament: The OM-St. Louis
Debate/Forensics team hosts tl)e tournament, which is held in
Lucas and Clark Hall from Oct.·7 to Oct 9. Call the department of "
Communication at 55~-5485 for more information.

.~'Alternative University: Spirituality and Vocational Choice."
By James Oman, director of admissions, Saint Paul School of
Theology, Kansas City, Mo. Nann to 1:30 p.m., 331 SSB. F'ormore
information .call Roger Jesperson at 385-3000.

Building from i p.m. to 3 p.m. Meetings ,are designed toalIbw;Ie,~ ..:
hian and gay student-s fr~m UM-St. Louis toO meet-w.it:h otherlesbian and gay students during .a n informal i-tuleh atmosphere. '
Structured meetings are h.eld at-2 p.m.
-

TUESDAY, OCT0e'E R:t 1

.W.hich Career Fits You Best? ffyou want help in deciding Oll .a.
major or a career, or if you want '.tro ie-arn more <;tbout a cho~eIJ""
field ,'trya free career exploration workshop. "I ndividual int·e rest
testing, Career c{)unseling and a variety ofeareermater1.aIsar·e
available. 2 .p.m . .to ~p .m. Cali 553·&?11or pr~regist:eT ,~t 4.27
8SB.
.
.

• The Student National .Education AssoCiation will host a sym~
posium .e ntitled"Teache.r Education Reform: A National, State
and Local Perspectives." Dr.·Don RobinsOIl, dean of the college of .
education, will address the national focus, with AmleLally and .
Nancy Ashford speaking on the state and local p·e :rspectives. The
symposium will be held in MarilJac Conference room on the south.
Campus !it 7 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9
• Youth Conference on Partners·in the Mystery of Redemption .
The H(}man Rights Office: -of the Archdiocese of.St. Louis is sponsoting this event in order to gather responses to.the United States
bishops' pastoral letter on women's concerns in "Partners in the
Mystery of Redemption ." To be . held in Carlo Auditorium,
Tegeler Hall, st. Louis University froin 1 p.m:. to 3 p.m.

.Dedicationof Education Library. The UM-st. Louis Education
Library , located on the South Campus, will be r.e named in honor
of Ward E. Barnes, cofounder of the campus. The ceremony is
from :3 p.m . to 5 p.m. cau 553-5442 for infof'Illation:

MONDAY,OCTOBER10
• The Arden Piano Trio: The award~,winning ensemble, which
includes violin , ' piano and cello, will perform at the Ethical
Society, 9001 Clayton Rd , at 8 p.nl. This "Premi.e r Performance"
is sponsored by UM·St. Louis.

,

• Chemistry Se:rninar: "Unusual Structur,e s and B-onding- in OrganosiliconChemistry. " Mark Gordon -of North Dakota 'State"
University speaks at 4 p.m. in room 120 -aLBenton Hal.LCall :Sa35:311 for more information.
' .
• The Polit~cs (}(Humor: This .6U-minute fi lm combines .a nalysis

with various examples 0f feminist lmmoOI'. Skownat HI a.m ..,,2-p.m.
1

and p.m.

• The Politics oj Humor. ~Thls60-minute filin combines analysi~
with various examples offeminist humor. Shown at 11 a.m.,2 p.m.
and 7 p.m. Sponsored by the Women's C~nter.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12 .

• Sexual Decision Making: Rosemary Petruso, educator in
'human sexuality and natural family planning instruction at the
AWARE Center, will hold thediscusshm fromnoon to 1 p.m. Sponsor~d by the Women's Center.
.

. The Lesbian/Gay Garopus Organizatip~ (L/G CO) will behc)l~
ing its meetings on Wednesdays in room 2?i..<?f
~he J.C. Pen~~
,

NEWSBRIEFS
The Social Work Department
will be offering a series of
m£>.ndatory meetings this fall
for any social work students in·
terested in taking a practicum
in the winter semester 1989.
Meeting times are:
Thursday, Oct. 6 and Thursday,
Oct. 27, from 4-5 :30 p.m.; and
Dec. 5, 6, 7 with times to be
announced .
All meetings will be held in
113 Lucas. For more
information, contact Beverly
Sporleder, practicum coordinator, at 553-6387.

DOD
A sports instruction program
for children ages 5 through 12
years will be offered on Saturdays, 9-11 a.m ., during October
and November in the Mark
Twain Building.
The program, sponsored by
the School of Education and
Continuing EducationExtension, will provide
instr uction for children in
swimming, gymnastics and
games.
Children will receive
instruction in the sports from
UM-St. Louis students under
the supervision of the physical
education department faculty .
Recently , the program has
been redesigned with new
coordinators and more instruc·
tors available to teach .
Registration fee is $35 for
the first registration per
family and $30 for each
additional child.
For more information, call
553-5226.

DOD
The UM-St. Louis Continuing
iEducatiori·Extension is
offering a seminar on management skills for secretaries.
The seminar, "The Serretary
as Manager, " will meet from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct.
11, at the Clayton Plaza holida)
Inn,. 7730 Bonhomme .
Participants will learn the
basic skills of planning,
organizing and time management, as well as getting along
with co-workers and bosses.
Fee for the course is $150.
To register, or for more
information, call 553-5961.

Scholarship Foundation
operates an ongoing
educational scholarship program designed to provide
opportunities for outstanding
U.S. students with potential
leadership ability to prepare
for careers in government
service .
The scholarship award
covers eligible expenses up to
$7,000 per year for the junior
year , the senior year and two
years of graduate study .

heading toward a career in
governmen't .
Interested students should
submit a letter of application,
a statement of career plans, a
list of past public-service
activities or other leadership
positions, a current transcript
and a 600·word essay discuss·
ing a public policy issue of
their choice to Deborah A.
Laron, assistant dean of
college arts and sciences, 303
Lucas Hall by Nov . 211988 .

To be eligible, a student
must be a full-time sophomore
working toward or planning to
pursue a baccalaureate degree.
have a "B" average or
equivalent, stand in the upper
fourth of the class and be a
U.S. citizen or U.S. national

Graduate Record Examination test preparation is being
offered by Stanly H. Kapland
Educational Center, Ltd .
Classes will be held on Wednesday evenings beginning Oct.
26 from 6 to 10 p.m. The classes

DOD

Need Cash For College?
If you are a Freshman or a Sophomore, we will locate 5 to 25
sources of Financial aid and Scholarships for your continuing
college education regardless of your grades or background.

GUARANTEED
For COMPLETE INFORMATION And The
APPLICATION FORM Send $2.00 To:
American Scholarship Foundation
Dept. UN P.O. Box 440026
St. Louis, MO 63144

7.

Starting with a diagnostic
test , the students will receive
customized computer print-outs
showing strengths and weaknesses in their major study
areas. The four-hour lecture
, classes are taught by experienced Kaplan teachers who prepare the students for the general
GRE test in areas of verbal,
mathematical principles and
analytical abilty.
The upcoming course is in
preparation for the Dec. 10 test.
For more information, call 9977791.

Normandy B8:nk
•

IS

NO

OPEN

in the
VOTE " YES" lXJ
University
Center
Lobby
••
FOR RENOVATION OF MARK TWAIN BUILDING

•

••

DOD
UM-St. Louis sophomores in·
terested in a career in
government service at the
federal, state or local level are
invited to apply for a 1989
Harry S. Truman Scholarship.
Established by Congress in
1975, the Harry S. Truman

WANTED:
A
few
good
men
and
women.
Paid
posit ions
for
stu d ents skilled in
the
use of the
English
language
and the communicative
arts.
Some
knowledge of journalism
preferred.
Call th e Current at
553-51 74. Ask for
Paul Thompson or
Kevin Kleine.

are held at Kaplan Educational
Center 8448 Delmar Blvd. at 1170. They will run through Dec.

9a~m.

••
A "YES" VOTE WILL MAKE AVAILABLE:

*

EXPANDED HOURS

*

* IMPROVED POOL, GYM,
RACQUET-BALL & LOC~
KERAREAS

* JOGGING TRACK
* AEROBIC DANCE

- 2 p.m.

We Will Cash
Small Personal Checks

MEN'S/WOMEN'S
'SAUNAS

* OUTSTANDING
WEIGHT ROOMS

Monday thru Friday

For Students, Faculty
And Staff

· * BETTER SECURITY

STUDIO

* WELLNESS/FITNESS
PROGRAMS

A FULL SERVICE BANI{
MEMBER FDIC
I

I
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stronger metal, a material that
will withstand high temperatures
and would have better fatigue
qualities ," he said.
"Hopefully , these metals will
prevent the sheering effect on airplanes due to metal fatigu e," he
added.
After the titanium alloy
filaments have restructured themselves in the gravity-free
atmosphere of outer space,
Cabaniss said, engineers and
metallurgists at McDonnell
Douglas will evaluate the samples .
"After the samples are
examined , we'll see how we can
evaluate the experiment .. he said .
"They'll conduct all sort~ of tests
- for elasticity , for heat. They'll
use electron microscopes to
pbotograph and evaluate it. "
Under the electron microscope,
with magnifying power of about
10,000 times the original , th e
researchers can see cracks and
examine the molecular changes
tbe alloys underwent in space .
The experiment itself, which
Cabaniss fabricated on the UM-St.
Louis glass blower, is mad e from a

heat-resistant, low-expansion,
borosilicate glass .
"You start with the tubing," he
said . " It incorporates a technique
where you use a metal that's compatible with the glass to make a

Larry Wines, the Democratic
committeeman and a candidate for
the Missouri state representative
seat in the 77th District, has been
elected president of the UM-St.
Louis Alumni Association for 198889.
The association represents more
tban
32,000
UM-St.
Louis
graduates .
Wines succeeds Bebe Schaffer as
president. Otber elected officers
are Jon Thompson, president-elect;
Harry Kennedy , Vice-president;
Anath Boone, secretary; and Ralph
Wiseman, trasurer.
Wines served as statewide coordinator of all volunteer activities in
the 1987-88 Gephardt for President
campaign. He was also a legislative
intern for Richard Gephardt in the
summer of 1986.
Wines received his bachelor's
degree from UM-St. Louis, where he
was president of the Student
Association from 1981-83, and he
graduated from law school at St.
Louis University in 1987. At St.
Louis University, he was awarded
the Th omas J. White Family

glass -to-metal seal which has to
be vacuum-tight.
" The whole thing is held in an
extremely low vacuum that is
somewhat difficult to achieve, " he
said.
"The alloy is encapsulated in an
ampule device with electrode fit tings on either end. The [electrical] current is supplied across the
wire. The resistance causes the
wire to melt."
After the material is melted , the
zero gravity atmosphere in the
vacuum allows the material to restructure in new molecular
formations .
This restructuring of molecules
can have profound effects on the
future of spacecraft and aircraft
development.
"McDonnell Douglas
metallurgists are working with
these materials, which , hopefully ,
will comprise the materials of 20
years in the future," Cabaniss
said.

FREE MEDICAL CHECKUP
FREE BLOOD PRESSURE CHECK
CASH PAYMENTS

: $

($100/month)

REGULAR HOURS 7·2 M-S
SPECIAL HOURS FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS 2-5:30 TU. TH
BRING YOUR STUDENT to.

FOR AN EXTRA 55.00 BONUS

I

FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION

I
I
I
I

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER

'.
I
I
I

1624 DELMAR BLVD.
436-7046

$

Fellowship in Public Law and
Government in 1985-87 .
Wines was also named "Missouri
Outstanding Young Democrat" in
1986, and be successfully headed the
"Tomorrow's Leaders Program" for
the state Democratic Party from
1985-87 .
He is a member of the Missouri
Public Interest Group (MOPIRG).
Wines is also active in civic affairs
through the Florissant Jaycees, the
Ferguson-Berkeley and Florissant
Valley Chambers of Commerce, and
North County, Inc.

$

PARKlNG AVAILABLE

,-----------------------------,
-

Scott Brandt
Photography

Irish brogu es filled the air as
Irish-Americans and scholars
alike gathered at UM-St. Louis
last Saturday for the midwest
meeting of the American Conference on Irish Studies.
With a theme of "The Irish
Abroad, " the meeting provided
an opportunity for Ph .D. candidates to present various
research projects.
Students from around the
country spoke about Irish
literary figures who were important to the development of
Ireland as a unified nation . One
Ph.D. candidate , Frank A. Biletz,
from the University of Chicago,
made his presentation on the
Irish writer George Russell , who
had fought for freedom and
individuality in his country .
Russell,
a
student
of
theosophy , believed , in mysticism as the channel to truth ,
and was ccncerned with the
spiritual aspects of individuals
and their relationships to
society, as well as unity with the
universe as a whole, Biletz
said .
Biletz said Russell saw an
agricultural cooperative movement as the means to a selfgoverned , unified Ireland .
The mass immigration of Irish
women to America and their
assimilation into the culture was
the topic of a presentation called
"Ourselves Alone: Irish Women
in America, 1885-1920," hy Janet
Nolan of Loyola University in
Chicago . She said that between
1885 and 1920 over700 ,OOO young,
unmarried
Irish
women
migrated to America in order to
re-create
independence for
themselves abroad .

838-3928

~

Individuals are selected on the
basis of academic and professional
qualifications and their ability and
willingness to share ideas and experience with people of diverse
cultures .
More than 6,200 grants are awarded each year to American students,
teachers and scholars to study,
teach and conduct research abroad.
The grants are also awarded to
foreign nationals who are interested
in engaging in similar activities in
the United States.

Rene Rowe
OUCH! Jocelyn Arledge prepares to give blood for the UM-St. Louis blood drive last Monday.

Gr oup Set For
by Paul Thompson
editor
UM-St. Louis Counseling Services is offering a 13-week series of
groups discussions designed to help
adult children of alcoholics cope
with the unique prohlems those who
grew up in such households often
face .
The Adult Children Of Alcoholics
sessions, which begin on Oct. 13,
will meet on Fridays from 2 to 4 p.m .
People interested in the service can
call 553-5711 for a pre-group inter. view or for more information.
Gloria Lu bowitz , a psychologist in
Counseling Services , said that

r..__________

•
•
•

Herm Smith

by Cathy Dey
reporter

---------------------------$
BRING TH1S COUPON IN

I

Larry Wines

H ere

SAVE LIVES
AND MAKE
EXTRA MON EY
$

ght Exchange program
in 1946 under Conslation introduced by
[~. rR::~n~ as Senator J . William.
The program is designed
mutual understanding
people of the United
other countries.
, a resident of Clayton, has
mber of the faculty since
earned a bachelor's degree
from the University of
College Park, a master's
in sociology from
American University and a Ph.D. in
sociology
from
Northwestern
University.
An author of more than 30 articles
and three books , Smith is currently
teaching a new interdisciplinary
course he designed on the AIDS
epidemic and working on a study of
the civil rights of Japanese
Americans in the St. Louis area ..
F 'JWSUt:u

Ir ish Abroad

MOVIES, MUNCHI ES
... EVEN BOOKS
AND SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.

·DONATE PLASMA
AN D EARN UP TO

mith Earns
... . . . ...,right ·Aid

Wines New
Alumni Head

Alcoholics~ Child.ren

children of alcoholic parents may
experience life and cope with its
problems differently than thos~ who
did not grow up in alcoholic environments. They often face difficulties
in adult relationships caused by
unhealthy behaviors they learned as
children .
Lubowitz has described the ACOA
sessions as "partly educational ,
partly psychological." She said an
ACOA group formed last spring on
this campus was highly successful.
The purpose of the meetings is to
provide information to adult
children of alcoholics , to provide an
area for individuals with common
eXPl'lriences to discuss tbeir particular problems, and to offer new
ways of dealing with their

~~~

difficulties .
The ACOA session will be led by a
professional facilitator who has
access to information helpful to
solving the problems group membf'rs may he experiencing.
"We can help people learn to identify the behaviors they learned as
coping mechanisms when they were
children, and to find different ways
of behavior," Lubowitz said earlier
this }'ear.
Some
of
those
coping
.mechanisms , such as not express)ng one's feelings or not trusting
others, often become obstacles to
forming healthy relationships in
adult children of alcoholics .
See ALCOHOL, page 7

24th Annual
I)

COUTURIER·
FASHION
SALE

I)

W eddings
Portrait s
Model
Portfol'i os

First Choice Preview Night
October 8 - 5 pm-10 pm
Admission: $2 per person, $3 per family
October 9-11
10 am-8 pm
Admission: FREE

,

New end Gently-Worn Furs, Foshions and
Jewelry for the whole tomily cf incredibly low
prices. Designer tovorlles for everyone
including:
Helston
Anne Klein
Bill Blass /
Adolpho
Christlen Dior
Diene Freis
Albert Nipon
SI. John Knits
liz Claiborne
Calvin Klein
Guess
and more

Quality At .
Budget Pr ices

The Depot Resale Shop
10914 Page

(between Undbergh ond Worson)
426·6259

Visa & MasterCard accepted

-----~-------~------------

$5 OFF WITH
$25 PURCHASE

10 % UMSL
Stud ent D iscount

J("'mc~£Io1

51 tOO> SECIlOH

With Current I. D.
,

_.ob,,,
HATIOtU.l
COlKJlQf

!)

.....

.....

~

The Depot Resale Shop
10914 Page
(between Undbergh and Warson)
426-6259
Visa 8t MasterCard accepted UMSL
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.E xcellence Stressed In ROTC

by Paulette E. Amaro
assQciate features editor
"Leadershfp .. .It's a quality few
people are born with, yet so many
have."
This is a key phrase in the
language of the Reserve Officer's.
Training Corps (ROTC).
.
Army ROTC combines college
courses in the military science, with
summer training sessions that-ttirn
students into officers .
After successfully completing the
program, graduating · cadets . are
awarded a commission as a second
lieutenant in either the U.S. Army,
the Army National Guard, or the
U.S. Army Reserve.
Army ROTC offers two possible
programs for all qualified college
and university students.
A four-year program allows
students to take .ROTC classes during their four years of studies . A
two-year program is available for
and
university
co.m munity
students.
These programs are currently
available at more than 1,000 campuses across the United States.
Here at UM-St. Louis , Army
ROTC is going strong, having
doubled its commissions 'since
1986.
Captain Jon Boyle, who has been
with the campus' ROTC since July of
'86, accredits the increase in commissions to those students involved
in the program, as well as those
students' enrolling .
"(Army ROTC) is doubling, tripling in size. In 1986 we commissioned
five officers. This year we commissioned 10. We're just getting
some quality kids in the program,"
Boyle said.

•
to

I

Leary, a Business major with an
emphasis in marketing, has been
granted a commission as second
lieutenant, and will hegin active
duty.
He recently left for Fort Bliss ,
Texas, wherehewill participate in I
Officer Basic Course (aBC).
"Scott is a home-grown lieutenant. (A) second lieutenant in Air
Defense Artillery ," Boyle offered.
Leary is the first to admit that,
although he may have been
undecided in the beginning, ROTC
I has been very rewarding.
"The military has always been a
kind of family career . My father
never really pushed us , it's something I just always wanted to do,"
Leary said.
"1 didn't know what school 1 wanted to get into . Everyone said UM-St.
Louis was the easiest. They really
made me work harder,'" Leary
added .
ROTC prides itself on the willingness to allow cadets to grow within
their ranks.
" Cadets really are responsible,"
Boyle began. "It wouldn't be ROTC
One of the "quality kids" Boyle
if we told them what to do. We allow
refers to is the newly commissioned
them to make their own mistakes."
lieutenant, Scott Leary.
"(Sometimes) we hear about
Leary has been with UM-St. Louis'
(mistakes) in front of everyone. But ,
, ROTC program since his freshman , that's because they want everyone
year. He is what Boyle calls a "typito learn from that mistake," Leary
cal example" of what the ROTC stuconfirmed.
'
dent is all about.
"Then, later, they'll take us aside
"Scott. was a full-time student,
and say, 'Look, you did this good, but
participated in ROTC and worked,"
here is where you messed up.'"
Boyle stated.
Leary said.

•

•
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AN ROTC DAY TO REMEMBER: Cadets enjoy a moment of free
time before beginning competition in the 6-mile run.

ROTC also prides itself on the
women . that choose to become
involved in the program.
Isabelle Royall , ajunior majoring
in Administration of Justice, is
serving
with
the
two-year
scholarship.
"It was a hard decision to make. I
was looking more at scholarships,
but I found there are a 10Lof things '
within the program that you ju~t
can't find anywhere," Royall
stated.
Royall is intent on going active in
Military Intelligence but contends ,
"It is very difficult to get into. "
When asked about treatment of
women in ROTC, as well as in the
military in general, Royall and
sophomore Jennifer Horan agreed

that some animosity exists.
"Some guys just don't like women
in the army, " Royall observed.
"You do get a lot of respect from
people once you 've proven your'
abilities ," Horan added .
Horan, incidentally , can outrun
most of the men in the program,
which is a large part of physical
training.
"Maxing the PT test is tough ,"
Leary agreed. " It is usu a lly done by
a woman." (Maximum score for
women is 300 , and Royall has
scored 296) .
Once cadets have compl eted the
first three years , they attend Summer Camp. where th eir leadership
skills are sharpened.
"(There are) 30-40 peopl e in your

Pictured from left to right ar( Cac!et James A. Pullen, Capt. Jon
Boyle, Cadet Jennifer Horan and . Cadet
Timothy Heskin.
,
.
company . At the end of Camp , your
company is rated on a scale from
one to five , with five being the
highest," Leary said.
ROTC would like to stress three
areas , es pecially.
.1. Army ROTC is for anyone interest ed, and unless the student
receiv es a scholarship through the
progr am, there is no commitment to
enter activ e duty.
.2 . St udents studying any major
can find gratification in the
progr am .
• 3. There exists a strong sense of
teamw ork and loy alty.
Boyle offers some clarifi ca tion on
the progra m as a wh ole.
"Th e first two years. we 're taking
a lo ok at the student , and the stud ent

is taking a look at us ."
Boyle is adament when he adds ,
"We have to have two years with the
student , usually starting in their
junior year. We have to have four
semesters. "
" You can't imagine the pride you
yourself,"
Royall
have
in
contributes .
Leary also contends, "I'll never go
back on my choices. "
Boyle sums up the familial
feelings when he adds , "Grades are
important, as well as self-esteem. "
'.'They have to have a go od GPA. If
something is bothering them, they
come to me," Boyle concludes.
" Basi cally , it's teamwork. Teamwork is th nam e of the game. "

<phe Life Of A Great Magazine
by Loren Richard Klahs
book reviewer
The
Great
American
Magazine: An Inside History of
"Life"
by Loudon Wainwright
(Ballantine Books , $5 .95 , 513
pages)
Loudon Wainwright's historical
account of one of the great
American magazines is almost
encyclopedic in content .
Comprehensive in scope , "The
Great American Magazine" portends history but under the mi croscopic eye, it suggests something far
more sociological.
Granted, "Life " magazine was a
wonderful magazine that displayed
the culture of the day as no other
periodical.
Yet, by its own standards, ' it
b"ecame something of a dinosaur.
An honest product, "Life" was a
public relations tool for America. It
was also the arena for some serious
journalism, and perhaps more importantly, it digested many, many
great pictorial essays of a beautiful
country and her people.

THE LIFE ANDTIMESOF JOHN SHAW BILLINGS: On Oct. 23,
1936, John Shaw Billings became the first managing editor of
~ 'Life" Magazine.

" ... One of the nightmares of journalism, like the
threat of icebergs to ships at sea, is to get caught in
a hoax."
From "Life."

\

Wainwright's book shares with
the reader the ups and downs of the
magazine, as well as a final
embarrassing journalistic flaw that
perhaps helped to bring down the
enterprise .
The magazine agreed to serialize
a book by Clifford Irving about
Howard Hughes, and their integrity
carne to be questioned when it was
later discovered that the Howard
. Hughes book was a complete hoax.

West: What You Miss, You Lose
She said she was born that way.
Yes, for the last year I had been
blind .
I remember when' I was young
my brother Juan told m e th at
by Julio West
fabulous babes come in all shap es
columnist
and sizes.
This being the . decade of thin- .
Its funny how sometimes you
ness and beauty , I sometimes dis miss the most obvious things
agreed with him. But now I know he
about a person. As ajournalistI am
was right.
supposed to be a keen observer of
She is a fabulous babe and I
things and people. But once again
didn't pay attention to much els e.
I failed.
When people are bright, witty and
There is a girl in one of my
classes ttiat has an artificial limb ' attractive you can miss detail s.
This being the decad e of beauty
and 1 just noticed it.
and thinness, as I said, I'm sure
This being the fifth week of
some people fhat notice the se
claSses 1 could have forgiven
things are turned off and ignore (to
use
the
Olympic
mys.elf for this oversight, but I
term)
challenged people.
have had her in a couple of other
But what you miss, you los e .
classes.
We have not talked of her condiBeing the basic jerk that I am, I
tion since the first week of the
asked her about it when I saw it. I
tho ught some catastrophy had' semester and there are some
. questions that I would Eke to ask
befallen her over the summer.

20-Something

her but I don't want to be any more
tactl ess than I already have
been.
She is comfortable with herself,
so why should I be uncomfortable
around her ?
But, 1 do tend to try to be too
helpful so, 1 hope, I don't make a
fool out of myself.
She handles things probably
better than I do . I don't want to
imply anything by being helpful.
This is also the decade of f***
you very much. And God knows 1
don 't want a consonant and three
asterisks thrown at me.
I wonder how many people have
noticed her condition and just
ignored her because of it. I feel
sorry for them .
Because, besides being shallow
jerks they missed a great person
al ong the way .
People like her don't come along
that often and life is too short to
miss th e few that do.

The forgery immediatel y preceeded "The End" for "Life " in
early 1972.
. If we are to agree with the
philosophical tenet th at " ...people
must be understood in the context of
their own time" as suggested by the
early Greeks, perhaps we should put
"Life" in that same category .
During its tenure as the supreme
magazine of the land , it reported
"facts " in such a way that might be

difficult to deal with by today' s standards . In many ways it wa s a bit aristocratic and elitest in editorship.
Consider th e following excerpt
published June 15 , 1942 concerning
itself wi th Blacks serving in the
armed forces dur ing World War II.
" ... For the average Negro volunteer
or draftee, Army life is no hardship .
He is used to hard physical work...
He wants to learn about machinery

and motors, and the Army gives him
a chance . He likes the feel of a
weapon in his haRds, and thoroughly
enjoys bayonet practice. The food is
better than he generally gets at
home ..."
Stories like these ere considered
to be facts of the day, and the numbers of American Blacks joining the
ranks increased considerably.
One of "Life" magazine'S finest
hours had to be When the death of
President John F. Kennedy was
reported within its pages.
" ...It fell to 'Life' to do what 'Life'
has always done best, " wrote one
publisher.
When, over three million copies
of the magazine where sold , reporting the Kennedy assassination, the
eventual profits tallied up to over
$102,000 for a single issue . The
entire sum was donated by "Life"
magazine
to
the
Kennedy
Memorial Library .
The pictures that documented the
aftermath
of
the
Kennedy
assassination in Dallas were later to
become historical documents that
would find themselves in histori cal
texts , encyclopedias , and other
books relating to the events of th e
tragedy.
Many such pi ctorial and journalistic events would follow , but
none would reach the pinnacle of the
Kennedy assasssination for "Life. "
"The Great Ameri can Magazine :
An Inside History of Life" is a fine
book in its reporting of the coporate
culture, the behind-the -scenes
dramatics , the considerable financial troubles , and the eventual
collapse of one of America's fondest
remembered institutions.

Contemporary _Art Comes To UltlSL
by Lee Conrad
reporter

UM-S1. Louis' Gallery 210 ,
located in room 210 of Lucas Hall
tries to bring contemporary art t~
campus: expecially ' art from the
'60s, '70s and '80s, said Tom
Kochheiser, sole employee of the
gallery.
Kochheiser says that they rarely
show S1. Louis artists , mainly
because there are enough places in'
St. Louis that do.

' F all ;" it is made up of works from
AI.exia Markarian.
Th ere are six shows a year ,
including one stUdent show, featur ing work from UM-St. Louis
students .
"We don 't have has many restrictions as other local galleries ,"
Kochheiser said, "so we can be a little more controversial. "

Kochheiser, who went to graduate
school in Ohio, shows some famous
artists and some unknowns. He has
pieces that varyfrqn1 Roy Lichtenstein and DaVld Hochney .

"My shows sometimes have good
deal of nudity in them, and that 's
,always liable to cause problems,
expecially
in
Missouri.. .we 're
always trying to push ahead, be in
the forefront with our art, sort of
like a professor trying to always be
first with his research."

The art shows usually last for four
weeks , and an estimated 600
students visit each show.
The one there now is called "Free

Kochheiser also says that the
,gallery deals with "contentoriented " paintings instead of the
modern abstract art.
The gallery will be moving this

January to room 218 of Lucas Hall.
There will be more room for paintings and mayhe some sculptures
for the first time.
The gallery has heen at its present
location since 1971 , and Kochheiser
has worked there for three years.
One particular show that he has
been trying to put together since he
began working there will be coming
next spring, Kochheiser said.
It wilCbe a retrospective look at
the career of Hanna Wilke , a New
York artist who was prominent in
the feminist movement in the '70s .
Kochheiser said that since this
will be the first time that particular
show will be organized anywhere , it
will hopefully bring.a lot of attention
to UM-St. Louis.
In regard to the display in 210
now , Kochheiser said, " ... the shark,
God, 1 love that shark,"
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Donahue And Disciples Are Not The Least Objectionahle
I have no idea who came up with
this principal. It was something I
heard in my intro to radio and TV
broadcasting class last spring.
I will say that polls show most
college · students are not like this.
We , unlike the unwashed masses,
seem to gravitate to programming
with cultural significance, like anything on channel 9, or "Magnum

P.I. "

•

•

by Christopher A.

Duggan

features editor

..

I don't
often.

watch

television

that

I believe in the "least objection·
able
programming
principal ,"
which says most people don 't pick
and choose the programming they
watch, but have their televisions on
all the time and watch whatever is
least objectionable .

I

•

What I will eventually get around
to writing about here is the fact that,
no matter what tenet of TV viewers
you belong to, your chances are
becoming greater and greater of
seeing someone like Donahue any
time you turn on the set.
What I mean by "people like
Donahue," is people who have talk
shows in which socially relevant
issues are discussed.
For instance, a common Donahue
show mightfeature women who beat
their husbands and also have a fondness for aardvarks named Guss.
It all started rather innocently
with the Donahue show, which, I
hate to admit, originated in St.
Louis.

Help Wanted

The Sheraton Hotels at
West, Port currently have a
wide variety of openings.
We offer full or part time
hours, flexible hours, tree
meals, and other benefits.
Excellent opportunity for
advancement.
Apply
mondays
2-6:30
or
thurs. 2-5:00 lit the
Sheraton Plaza Hotel at
West Port, Peraonnel
Office.

Counselors needed for
recreation programs on
Saturdays,
9:30am2:30pm for two, ten week
sessions.
Work
with
Individuals dlegnosed as
MR/BD. Experience preferred. Call the St Louis
A.R.C. Leisure Services
Department (569-2211)
for further information
and application.

SPRING BREAK TOUR
PROMOTER-ESCORT.
Energetic person, (M/FI),
to take sign-ups for our
FLORIDA tours. We furGOVERNMENT
JOBS.
nish all materials for a suc..
OVERSEAS JOBS. Also
$16,040 . $59,230IYr.
Cruiseships. $10,000 .
C8asful promotion. Good
Now Hiring. Your Area.
PAY and FUN. Call CAM$105,000/yr! Now Hiring!
(1)805-687-6000 Ext. R·
PUS MARKETING at 1320 plus listings! (1) 8052166 for current Federal
800-777-2270.
687-6000
OJ·2166.
.....
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _Ext.
_ __
_ _ _ list.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,

Thin king A bout
Going
T o Law Sc h ool?
LSAT Prepa ration
Course
Saturdays, October 29 -- November 19
lOam-Noon
Thursday, December 1
University of Missouri-St Louis
J.e. Penney Building
This five-week course is designed to help prepare
students for the Law School Admission Test. Fee for
the course is $85 (includes text book, library card,
course materials and parking).

•

Phil became famous for the way
he would stroll around the audience
and interrupt the audience members in the middle of their
questions.
The show was called controversial, only by Donahue himself, and
some of the producers of the show,
but it was called controversial.
When Phil made it really big, by
some one's standards, he wrote a
book called " The Human Animal,"
about God knows what. I didn't read
it, but it was on the New York Times
best seller list, so it must have
been good.
Phil also moved his show to the
Big Apple; damn.
Phil was the only one for a long
time , then along came Sally Jesse
Rafael. I like to call her Donahue
in drag.
What more can you say about
her?
The next to hit the talk show scene
was Opr'ah Winfrey, who had a talk
show in Chicago, but actually
became popular because of her
Oscar-nominated permormance in
the movie "The Color Purple."

I don't quite understand the con-,
nection there . Is she an actress or a
talk show host. Success in one area
should not make for success in
another
area
in
most
circumstances.
Similarly, most of these people
seem to think they are novelists as
well (see above comment about
Donahue's book.)
One afternoon, while I waS sitting
in a waiting room of a car
dealership, waiting for my car to get
fixed , !-was forced to watch a double
feature of Donahue and Sally
Jesse Rafael.
'
I would have changed it, but there
were other people in the room wHo
wanted to watch it.
Ithink they must have been brainwashed or something.
One of the more interesting progressions has been that of Geraldo
Rivera, whose real name is Gerald
Rivers by the way.
This man was a "respected" and
tough journalist for the TV neWS
show 20/20.
His demise in that area had something to do with the fact that he want"

.ed to air his findings of what was in
Al Capone's vault.
And, as a precautionary measure,
to insure complete disaster if therl!
was in fact nothing there, he decided
to do it live.
As you probahly know or have
figured out, there was nothing
there.
Geraldo could have just faded
away, but, after one more special,
"The Sons of Scarface," in which he
pissed off various organized crime
figures, he got his own show , which
is, unbelievably, similar to the other
three I have menioned .
Imagine that.
The newest member of this elite
group of BS artists is Morton
Downey.
This loud-mouth is different from
the others in that he seems to take
joy in having people on his show so
be can shout at them and do
humiliating things to them .
At last count, he had been sue~ 16
times. He has yet to lose .
Mr. Downey joins se.veral other
members of our society who share
the belief, "My view is the only one

for inform.ation, or to register, call UM-St. Louis
Continuing Education-Extension at 553·5961

For Sale

CRUISE SHIPS. Now Hiring Men and Women. Summer
&
Career
Opportunities (Will Tralnk
Excellent Pay 'plus World
Travel. HawaII, Bahamas,
Carribean, Etc. CALL
NOWI
206- 736-7000
Ext.450C.

1978 Fairmont FutufB
Coupe. Excellent condition. New brakes. Body
and Interior In great shape.
Very dependable. $900.
843-4856.

Students wanting to be
involved In broadcasting
before graduation. Get
involved with 'UM-St
Louis Con nection' ,8 pu bllc
access show. Possible
credit is available. For
more Information, stop by
116 Lucas
on Wednesdays
or contact
553-

SAL.E. Have a Brothe.r
SelectriC typewriter with
lilt-off correction. Used
during school, routinely
oiled and checked In good
condition. Includes 3 typing balls: elite and pica
typeface and Intemational
symbols. $100, periect for
student budget. 9915361.

6175.
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA
Immediate Opening for
Men and Women. $11 ,000
to $60,000. Construction,
ManufactUring,
Secretarial Works, Nurses.
Engineering, Sales. Hundreds of Jobs Listed. CALL
NOW!
206-736-7000
Ext450A
AIRLINE NOW HIRING.
Flight Attendants, Travel
Agents. Mechanics, Customer Service. Listings.
Salaries to $105K. Entry
level poSitions. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. A2166.

TYPEWRITER

FOR

For Rent
$100 OFF AND WALK TO
CLASS 2 PLUS BEDROOM DUPLEX. NEW
CENTRAL
AIR,
MINIBLINDS,
HARDWOOD FLOORS.
FINISHED
BASEMENT
WITH WASHER DRYER
HOOKUP. 420/MONTH.
522-6865.
Bahama
Apartments.
6012 Bermuda Road.
Beautiful one bedroom
town house. New carpet,
central air. off street parking. 325/month. 5228865.

RICHWOOD
TERRACE
APARTMENTS.
NEAR
HWY 40 AND HANLEY RD
JUST
NORTH
OF
CLAYTON. ONE BEDROOM NEWCARPET,A/C
MINIBLINDS.
265/
MONTH. 644-0732 OR
647-9651.

Miscellaneous

Spring Break/Party at
Padr8- For the BEST Party
Locations and Properties,
call NOWI $25 deposit per
person before Oct 28
reserves
your
condominium_
800-2589191 .
GOVERNMENT HOMES
FROM $1 (U repair). Delinquent
tax
property.
Repossessions. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. GH2166 for current repo llat.
Open your own beautiful
discount
retail
store.
Choice
of
jeansportswear, large lady,
infant-preteen or family
shoe store. First quality
top name brands. $14,900
to $26,900 Investment
Includes fixtures, Inventory, training and mor8Prestige Fashions. 1-800247-9127.

Part Time Only! .
United Parcel Service
$8 per hour

**

**

Room mati
nlldedl
Have nicely decorated 2bedroom apartment in
Cantebury Gardens (1170
& DElmar). 10 minutes
trom school, on BiState ·
bus route. NonsmOker, no
pets. $195/month plus
half utilities. Call J 1m at
991-5381 .
Wanted: by private collectorto buy trade sell hockey
carda and memorabilia
Alao anyone Interested In
hockey always wanting to
buy. Call Tim 638-6526.

I '

It is here to stay for a whil]'e, it
would seem, because some p,eopJe I
'have talked to seem to like this
jerk.
Why?
None of those people could give
me a reason that made any sense.
Perhaps rudeness and other
behavior that used to be seen onlyin
bowling alleys is becoming the
norm .
What does this mean for the
future of the television medium?
Only God or a few NBC executives
can say.

I am not so much worried about
these people I have mentioned
specifically, but that this is only
the beginning.

Hey TEKES, let's keep up
the spirit. RUSHI RUSHI
RUSH! Welcome George,
Marty, Brad, Chris, Adam,
and Gerry! Looking forward to some good times
with you guys. Hello to Jeff
M., Danlts, Keith. Get well
soon Susie I From Down
Yonder.

Looking for people to form
a rock band.1I Interested
call 227-4369.
All Black Students interested In joining the
Kemetic Performing Arts
Workshops newly fonned
choir should contact Mark
Grimes at 5731 or stop by
room 254 University Center for details.

Mr. Rothman, Interesting
how someone could flunlc
out of one UM school only
to be admitted to another
UM campus like UM-St
. Louis. You must owe your
.father a fortune In small
favors.

Personal

joining a traternity? Don't
be just another number.
Be a TKEI Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity for winners only. In '88 and
always.

To the gang at Huberdoo's
and all · the rest of you
pirates. 1989 Is the year of
GRUMASSI!! Debut album
titled 'ThIs is not America,
THIS IS GRUMASSllI"and
hit 'Don't dance In your
chemica.!s.' P.S. Anything
less Is Civilized.

LOVING ADOPTION. Happily married California
couple, with lots of love
and security, wish to adopt
8 white baby up to age 2All expenses paid. Totally
legal. PLEASE call Jeanie
collect (213) 278-6161.
Thank you.
Do you need to get away?
Looking for a romantic
place with thet special person? Or a wild place for
male/lemaie
bonding?
Steamboat
Springs
Colorado Is the place for
you. Look on any outdoor
Bulletin Board for more
Information.

Jeanne, sorry about S. , .
me not showing up Friday.
Hope we're stili frierids.
(Chris was rough on me, oh
well).D.
Hey sailorl Stop Bettybooplng in publici Next
time.. get a rooml Signed,
The Construction Crew.

Dear Mr. L, your phone call
was eerie to say the least
In accordance with proper
etiquette
people
in
general become aCQuainted, before proceeding to
call prospective friends
over the phone -take note.
You know who you are.
Karen G., I have noticed
you in our Lit class,
especially when you get
cold. Let's go ollt for a '
drinK acimetllne~ _Love:, '
Jennifer.

Dear Cuddle Buddy, I just
wanted to let you know I
that I was thinking about
you and the great time
we're gOing to have on that
Incredible Steamboat trip
over Christmas' Break! I
love you. Smile beautiful.

Part time customer service. Telephone representative at
Earth City location(M-F). Must have pleasant telephone manner and type 45 wpm at 90 percent accuracy. Excellent paid
health care benefits.
UPS Will Be Conducting Interviews On Campus Every Thur.day.
Contact The Placement Office: Room 346 Woods Hall OrCa1l553·U17
For More Information.
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Join our college stUdents of all ages
working part-time in West County
and receive up to $150 each
~ )'" semester for your books'

A 102
Intro. to The Short Story

\I

that's right."
The difference between most peopie who have this belief and Morton
, Downey is that most of these people
don't have their own TV show.
Unfortunately, he does bav,e his
own show.

CLASSIFIEDS
Student Jobs ave.$5-$81
hr. You pick flexible days
or evenings and Saturdays.
No
experience
necessary. On busllne.
Start today. Call 7819240.

•
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When Carla told me that my date
was a little short, I thought she was
talking dollars and cents, not feet and
inches. So there I was at the door, in
my spiked heels, staring at the top of
my date's head.
All I could think was, how do I
get myself out of this? I could imagine
how my legs would ache if I had to walk ,
around with my knees bent all evening.
So to stall for time, while figuring
out how to fake malaria, I made us
some Double Dutch Chocolate.
When I brought it into the living
room, I discovered that Gary was
a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man
after my own heart. Okay, I decided Hi give him a chance. So we
sat down and saw each other faceto-face for the first time. He had a
nice smile.
After some small talk-I mean
conversation-I discovered that we
both love Updike, hate the winter
weather, and both have miniature schnauzers. So, we made
a date to introduce Shadow
arid Schatzi next week.
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ment of up to $150 for the cost of
your books, you must ..

·Earna"B' ~ orbetterinthecourses

• Provide a receipt for your purchased textbooks.
• Work part;time at a West County
Schnucks store. Choose the location that's most conveni'enl:

-

~SOME

. .-

•
•
•
•

Ballwin
• Mason
Chesterlield • Des Peres
Frontenac
• Woods Mill
Creve Coeur

......

'

Work an average of 16-24 hours per
week . Flexible schedules with over- '
night, early morning (as early as
5AM), afternoon and evening hours
are available. Weekend hours are
necessary.
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~PAY FOR::-
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t!SCHOOL;~
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HERE'S OUR LIST

OF OPENINGS
Checkers • Baggers
Stock Clerks • Deli Clerks
Bakery Clerks • Salad Bar Clerks
Video Clerks • Cooks
Waiters/Waitresses
Dishwashers
For more information visit one of the
above West County Stores. Or apply
at the following locations:
Cross Keys Store
Clayton Store
115 Cross Keys
7651 Clayton Rd.
Shopping Center
Fri.,10n
Thurs., 10/6
1:OOPM-5:00PM
1:00PM-5:00PM
Mason Store
Ballwin Store
12756 Olive SI. Rd. 15425 Manchester
Thurs.,10/6
Frl. , 10n
1:OOPM-5:00PM
1:OOPM-5:00PM
Creve Coeur Store
Des Peres Store
11945 Manchester 10650 Olive St. Rd.
Mon., 10/10
Fri., 1017
1:OOPM·5:00PM
1:OOPM-5:00PM
Butler Hill Store
4333 Butler Hill Rd.
Thurs., 10/13
1:OOPM-5:00PM

~

,'"

General Foods® International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

Qj
GENEIIAI..
I'OOOS
~ 1986 Gonenl

Foods

BOOKS. ;.~ -:=::. fchnuc-Jcr
~~C~:_-_. __ ~7ft~~~..T-h-elll!F,-i't-.en-d-l-ie-$t-S-t-of,-e-S-in-r.-o-w-n...
• Enrollment 18 limited to 200 participants.

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Hahn Sets Eyes On Optimism.,Optometry
by Michael McMurran
reporter
The transistion from high school
to college is not an easy one, but one
that few have serious problems
with. One factor that has been
known to complicate matters a bit is
when freshman pack up and go away
to school.
Try to imagine the stress placed
on a student who not only goes away
to school, but who goes away ' to
another country. Such is just .the
situation faced by freshman
Stephanie Hahn, from Rogers Hig~
School in Nelson, Britsh Columbia.
Hahn chose UM-St.Louis over
such schools as the University ' of
Alabama and the University of
California-Berkley, to improve her
all ready impressive volleyball
skills . While playing in high school,
Hahn earned All-Provencal honors,
the equivalent of All-State honors in
the U.S .
Hahn's decisiorito play volleyball
at UM-St. Louis was a choice of
academics as much as athletics. "I

was impressed with the School of
Optometry," explained Hahn, who is
a Biology and Chemistry major."I
w~ also impressed with the type of
volleyball stressed by Head Coach
Silvester,'"
added
the
5'8"
Canadian.

-But after a long day of spiking
volleyballs and blocking- shots,
Hahn has other intersets, such as ice
hockey, which comes as no surprise
conSidering she hails from · The
Great White North. Her favorite
team was the Edmonton Oilers.

offered Hahn, "especially my rOOmmate Karen Ellingson."
Hahn has been descrihed by Head
Coach Denise Silvel'ter as an impact
player. "She needs to learn more
about our style of volleyball, but
tbat will come ",~th time," explained
Silvester.

Hahn is an attractive, soft spoken
young lady, who constantly uses the
'pronoun "we" when describing her
expectations for the Riverwomen
volleyball squad. "We feel that we
can compete for the conference

until they traded Wayne Gretsky to
the Los Angeles Kings. When asked
if she was aware that Gretsky's new
wife was from St.Louis, Hahn gave
no'verbal reply, but 'the \oqk on het
face was one af 'I'm very aware, but I
had already mdde a commitment to
come here.'

For now, Hahn IS just trying to
blend in with the other players and
learn as she can about Silvester's
style of volleyball.

championship;" Hahn cautiously
predicted. "Coach Silvester has
high expectations for us , and there
is no reason we cannot achieve
them."

Hahn's move to St. Louis has been
maae' easier by her
team
. mates ."They're all very helpful',"

"I'm going to my first baseball
game tonight," boasted Hahn .
"Hopefully (hey will bring home a
winner.".
One thing for sure, Stephanie
Hahn is a winner.
Before their season ended, she'
had already taken fancy to one of the
most
popular attractions
in
SLLoui's, Cardinal baseball.

POSTIVE OUTLOOK: Freshman Stephani~ Hahn says
Women's Volleyball team can compete for the MIAA title.

Concussion, Dey Aid Men; 9· 1
by Tom Kovach
Sports Editor

8~EAKING AWAY: The men's soccer team

~'~f~~en

have been beating a path to many goalies door:t: ~~;
are are 9-1, ranked number two in the country in a Division II poll and number one f~ the
e

His head may have hurt, but his
pride wa'sn't. In a contest against the
Washington University Bears, Scott
Wibbenmeyer collided with another
Bear player. But he showed his
determination by staying in the
game with a concusion.
That proved fatal for the Bears as
Wibbenmeyer scored the gamewinning goal on a head ball, leading
the Rivermen to a 2-1 overtime
victory.
Later, the men beat Northeast
Missouri State, 1-0.
In that contest, the Rivermen and
the Bulldogs played a phys ical con-

against Washington UniversitY,the.
first goal of the game came when
Dey took a pass from freshman Bob
Ferguson . The junior from Sedalia
Mo. kicked it past Bulldog goalie
Chris Scaglione to put the Rivermen
on top , 1-0.
Tomorrow night, the Rivermen
take on the Univeristy of MissouriRolla Miners in Rolla . Game time is
set for 7:30 p.m. Overall, the men
are 9-0 against the Miners.
Sunday at 1. p.m., the Rivermen
travel to Evansv ille Indiana to play
the' Sou thern Jndiana Scremaming
Eagles. The Rivermen are 3-0
lifetime, including a 2-0 victory
last year.

test, committing a total of 47 fouls .
But the rough
play was
overshadowed by the specatular of
goalies Jeff Robben and Stephen
Wall. Robben made five saves, while
Wall turned away six.
Both teams battled back and forth
until th e 87:32 mark. Boyd Buchek,
standing at the top of the penalty
box, found Warren Dey in front of
him . Buchek dumped it off to Dey
and the senior scored , giving the
Rivermen a 1-0 win and the
victory.
Robben also picked up his 24th
carrer shutout and the third this
season.
feat
Before
Wibbenmeyer 's

Player of the Week

Netters IDlprove to 9 -6 Mark
Michael McMurran
the first time the Netters faced
reporter
SEMO, the game went the full five
After dropping four straigbt
matches, and with the same results,
games in the Southwest Baptist
as the Riverwomen prevailed 15-5,
6-15,5-15 ,15-5 and 15-13.
Tournament, the UM-St. Louis
Women 's Volleyball Team -packed
In the final game Friday evening,
their bages and headed off for the
the Riverwomen wasted little time
MIAA Conference Round Robin
in defeating Lincoln UniverSity in
Tournament in Warrensburg, Mo.
three straight matches , 15-6, 15-1
This time the Netters came away . and 15-6.
In Saturday's action, Coach
with a second place trophy and
Denise Silvester 's Squad spotted
. improved their record to 9-6.
Northwest Missouri State's team a
1n the first game of the tournament, the Netters faced a familiar
one match lead, before coming from
opponent in Southwest Baptist, a behind to claim Victory 11-15 15-12
15-5 and 15-11.
"
team the Riverwomen had split two
games with alreacfy this season. In
In the next . game , The RiverFriday 's contest the Riverwomen women faced the host team, Central
came away victorious by defeating Missouri State. The Jennies proved
the Ladycats 16-14,15-9,4-15 and 15- very rude hostesess by defeating the
visiting Netters 0-15 ,7 -15 and 5-15.
13 .
"Sometimes the team just seems to
self destruct," explained Silvester.
In game two the Riverwomen
Whatever the reason for the poor
faced another team that they had
showing, the Riverwomen reboundefeated earlier this season.,
ded and defeating Northeast MisSoutheast Missouri State. Much like

souri State in the finale, 15- 10, 15-8
and 15-5 to win the second place
trophy and up their record to 9-6 for
the season.
Last Tuesd ay 's game between the
wom en and UMKC was cancelled.
Two days earlier. UMKC was participatin g in a tournament at Oral
Roberts University, when a lightfixture fell
from the ceiling.
Ultraviolet rays emmited from the
fixture, causing the women to suffer
from red, swollen eyes. No make up
date has been set.
The next competition for the
Riverwomen wi1l be Tbe Florida
Southern Tournament this week
end. "We will be facing some very
tough teams down there," offered
Silvester. " We are not quite
seasoned yet and will have to pick up
our pace quite a bit if we hope to do
as well."
Tuesday, the Netters will t ravel
to Lebanon, Illinois to face McKendree College.

Women Drop 2 Games Straight
oy 'Jim Wieners
'eporter

Frustration and anger are the key
words in last weekends Riverwomen soccer losses as they slip to
3-8 on the season with a pair of 2-1
losses to Northeast Missouri State
University and Wright State.
The Riverwomen may have
outshot Northeast Missouri State
29-3, but lost last Sunday in
Kirksville.
The reason for losing the first
time ever to NEMO was Shauna Putnam . The sophomore forward; from
Webster Groves High School,
scored both Lady BU'lIdog goals.
Nancy Ainsworth scored tlie,lone
Riverwomen goal ; the first of the
season for the junior forward from
Florissant
Valley
Community
College.
" We dominated the game, but
lost, " Hudson said. "We hit the post
a couple of times, but we couldn't
buy a goal.
Hudson said was pleased withthe
perfor mance of junior back Anna
Poole . The junior college transfer,
from Herkimer County, New York,
tied up Putnam in the second half
. preventing her from scoring again.
"We don 't play the way we

should ," he said. "We have to play
with intensity. If we don't , we
lose."
Against Wright State, the Rive rwomen did not play with much
agressiveness and it s howed,
especially when the Raiders scored ,
both first half goals .
got
on
the
The Raiders
scoreboard first when Joanne Paxton scored the first of her two goals.
Kris Johnson sent a perfectly placed
pass to an unprotected Paxton , who
broke in and -beat a helpless Linda
Allen.
"The goal was cheap," according
to Hudson .
The Riverwomen tied the game at
32:35 when Stephanie Gabbert
scored her third goal of the season.
Gabbert stole a Raider pass on the
breakaway and drilled it past Linda
Duvall. Gabbert is now tied for the
team lead in goal with Laurie
Aldy.
But the Raiders caught the Riverwomen napping 1:521ater when Pax- .
ton scored her second goal, which
was unassisted .
Statistically,
Wright
State
dominated the Riverwomen in three
catagories.
The Raiders outshot the Riverwomen 14-5, but Allen made a couple of key second half saves to keep

Who: GeM Wilson
What:Women's Volleyball
Position: Setter

the Riverwomen in the game. She
made a diving save off a looping shot
by Paul a Gibbs and knocked Dawn
Mitchell's drive over the crossbar.
It could have been worse if it was not
for Allen, who stopped nine Raider
shots.
"Rather," Hudson said,"it shollld
have been worse . It's hard to score
when you only have one player doing
all the scoring."
The Raiders had five corner kicks
to four for the Riverwomen and
Wright State committed 20 fouls,
and a yellow card, to 15 for the
Riverwomen.
"We need to have players to play
with guts ," Hudson exclaimed. "As
soon as we have an opportunity to
give up, we give up'"
The Riverwomen travel to Dallas
Texas for a game against HardinSimmions at 6 p.m. on Saturday.
Sunday afternoon, the team plays
Southern Methodist University at 2
p.m.
Next Wednesday the Riverwomen
visit Maryville College for a 4:00
p.m. contest.
Hudson hopes the Riverwomen do
not play the way they played agaisnt
Wright State.
" If we win another game the way
we play (this season) I'll be
surprised. "

At Warrensburg, Wilson had a,
out-standing showing in the 111AA
Conference Round Robin Tournament.. She had 144 assists and a .457
percentage. In addition. Wilson served up 18 aces and 36 digs. where she
dove and saved the ball before th€
ball could touch it the ground .
Wilson also had .296 hitting percentage and 12 blocks , knocking the ball
over the net when a opponent was
spiking ~he ball towards her side.

Volleyball

Volleyball

Defeated Southwest Baptist
16-14, la-9, 4-1S and 15-13
Defeated Southeast Mo. State
la-6, 6-15, 5-15, 15-5 and 15-13
Defeated Lincoln University
15-6, 15-1, and 15-6
Defeated Northwest Mo. State
11-15, 15-1Z, 15-5 and 15-11
Loss to Central Mo. State
0-15,7-15 and 5-15
Defeated Northeast Mo. State
15-10, 15-8 and 15-5

Oct. 7-8 Florida Southern Tourriament(4 p.m.)
Oct.ll at McKendree (7p.Ili.)

Men's Soccer
Oct. 7 at UniveristY-Mo Rolla
(7:30 p.m.)
Oct. 9 at Southern Indiana
(4 p.m.)

Men's Soccer
Defeated Wash U. 2-1 (Dey,
Wibbenmeyer)

Women's Soccer

Defeated Northeast Missouri
State 1-0 (Dey Robben SO)

Oct.8 at Southern Methodist
(6 ·' p.m.)

Women's Soccer

Oct. 9 at Hardin-Sililinions
(Z p.m.)

Loss

to

Wright State
(Gabbert)

2-1

Loss to . Northeast Missouri 2-1
(Ainsworth)

.

Oct. 12 at Maryville College
(4 p.m.)

.
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ALCOHOL
The sessions are essentially'
group therapy to help adult children
of alcoholics learn to trust, love and
communicate more effectively.
Although the campus sessions are
not modeled after the 12-step pro-

from page 3
In a re1aied area, LnboWttz 'S'atd
gram developed by . Alcoholics Oct. 16-22 is National Collegiate
Anonymous and used by many Adult · Alcohol Awareness Week. CounselChildren of Alcholics groups,. ing Services will be distributing ·
Lubowitz . said participants are' information on alcohol in Summit
encouraged to join those programs Lounge in the Student Center on Oct.
as well.
17.

ADDRESS

from page 1

students,'; Barnett said. "It is no
. great challenge to take bright
youngsters of proven high
achievement and produce bright
graduates of proven high
achievement."
One of the goals .in becoming
such a quality research university is having people say that
they want to come to a school in
order to' s'p edalize in a certain
area. AccQrding to Barnett, the
university already has three
such areas earmarked: chemistry, political science and tropical
ecology. "We want to be the place
in the country to come to for such
programs," she said.
Barnett drew .a pplause on
three occasions from the full J.e,
Penney . Auditorium during her
address. The first occasion was
with the announcement that if
Governor John Ashcroft returns
the three percent of the university budget currently being
withheld, the money would be
applied to faculty and staff
salaries - something the faculty
at UM-St. Louis have made no
secret . about being unhappy
with.
Three percent of the budget
has been withheld by the gover-

U M

.r

nor in order to help the state
meet revenue deficits. If the
funds are released"there would
be a 2.5 percent increase in the
salary pool for the entire campus
and, when added to the 3.5 percent already allocated, would
equal a wage increase of six percent for this year,
The second incident of
applause came after Barnett
that
General
announced
DynamiCS has decided to give
UM-St. Louis $300,000 over four
years to be used for an extension
of the Bridge Program. Students
in grades six through eight in the
Wellston, Normandy and University City school districts will
gifL
benefit
from
the
Specifically, the money will be
used to provide for science and
mathematics enrichment plus
tutoring and mentoring, The new
extension of the Bridge Program
will be called "Access to
Success."
The last applause came with
the announcement that the
university plans to restore Bugg
Lake . (See related story)
Following the address , Barnett presented the first ever
Chancellor's
Award
for

ST. LOUIS

Excellence. Recipients for the
award were Frank E. Moss ,
Laurence A. Madeo and Vicki L.
Sauter. (See separate story)
(Excerpts from the text of the
Chancellor'S speech appear on
page 9.)

BUGG·

from page 1

"We may just repair the dam
and allow the area to colonize
naturally ," said Mruzik, who also
served on the ad hoc committee
that looked into bringing Bugg
Lake back. "Either way (reseeding or natural colonization)
would be useful for study ."
The area surrounding Bugg
Lake, named after former UMSt. Louis chancellor James L.
Bugg Jr., is still used by students
as a study area and a gathering
place , But in the past the waters
also saw protests of the Vietnam
War and the Kent State killings,
and a canoe race that kicked of
Greek Week in lS80.

- Steve Ward

EVENING COLLEGE COUNCIL

C9

Even i ng Students!
M :eet Chancellor Barnett
at a reception In
MONDAY, OCTOBER 10th, 7.30 P.lY!.
DES PERES 4 CINE

Lucas Hall Lobby

IH. DES PERES RD.

PICK UP YOUR TICKETS AT THE UMSL CURRENT OFFICE WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
;'THE
4th

Th ursd ay , Oc tober 13th
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

It only hurts when you

•

SALlY RELD

*

If you're looking for part-time job opportunities with excellent wages
and benefits. . .
I
I

** $8 Per Hour **

~ Untted Parcel

Service

UPS has part-time jobs available now for package unloaders, sorters
and loaders. UPS realizes the importance of an education and the
amount of time needed to obtain one.
A part-time job at UPS usually involves three to four hours a day Monday through Friday. This still leaves time for classes, studie s and
social activities.

TOM ·HANKS
IN

PU CH
LINE
UPS Will Be Conducting Interviews On Campus Every Thursday
C()ntact The Placement Office: Room 346 Woods Hall
Or Call 553-5317 For More Information

E/O/E

M/F
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The Fee Il1cr ease

As the referendum on the student activities fee increase to fund
renovations in the Mark Twain building approaches, leaders of the
Student Government Association and the athletic department have
launched a campaign to win student approval.
Yet it appears that the general feeling of students is that such a fee
hike is not only unnecessary, but that it is a misappropriation of
funds that could be put to better use.
Even some students who now use the weight room and other
athletic facilities in Mark Twain say that the $1.25 per hour fee hike
could be spent elsewhere - say, for example , eliminating the red
tape malaise in the academic advising system.
A university, of course, has many needs, perhaps as many
separate needs as it has students. But raising fees to build what has
been described by proponents of the increase as a "world-class
health spa" is not meeting the needs of a large section of the student
body. Indeed , the Mark Twain facility in its present state does not
serve a large percentage of students.
One student who frequently works out in the weightroom told the
Current that " hardly anyone uses it" and there is never awaiting
period for access to the equipment.
Of course bureaucratic logic would argue that better facilities
would improve student participation . That is, if you make students
pay for a beautiful health spa, they 're bound to want to use it.
Common sense would argue otherwise. If you have a facility that
is under-utilized , it doesn't need to be expanded.
Another arguinent put forward by proponents of the fee increase,
including Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Sandy MacLean, is
that high-quality workout facilities are a key to student retention .
.But there are numerous other keys to student retention as well.
Good faculty is one . We have them. Well-paid faculty is another .
We don 't have them. Chancellor Marguerite Barnett and UM President Peter Magrath have both said recently that faculty salaries are
a top priority. We have some reason to believe them. But both want
the state to pay for better salaries . The state is perpetually short
of money .
Why not ask students if they would rather pay an extra $1.25 per
credit hour in tuition, rather than in activities fees, to pay for better
paid faculty? That would be serving two purposes : satisfying faculty
by paying them better wages, and as a derivative , creating in faculty
a greater commitment to students. If faculty earned more, they
might feel motivated to extend office hours or give that extra bit of
time to the struggling student.
In addition, such an increase would serve all students, not merely
those who wanted to use the exercise facilities in Mark Twain.
Asking students to pay more for something that would benefit all
students, as well as faculty, is a more responsible request than asking them to pay for something that will be used by only a few.
While $1.25 per credit hour would not solve the faculty salary
problem completely, it would let faculty know that students believe
in quality pay for quality work. The quality work is already here.

Bugg
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After many months of deliberation, not to mention some foot
dragging, the administration has made a commitment to restoring Bugg Lake.
The lake will be restored this spring, but it will be about two and
a half years before the lake is useful for class activities, said
Charles Granger, biology department chair person. Biology labs
have been without the lake since 1986 when it was drained to make
room for construction equipm e nt.
The students suffered not only an aesthetic loss, but an
academic one as well since no other reseach pond was easily
accessible.
In the past, it was thought by the administration that Bugg lake
would not be worth the effort to restore or would be too costly . It's
good to see that Chancellor Marguerite R. Barnett has seen the
value of the lake as a research facility in keeping with her goal of
emphasizing scientific research to make this campus a worldclass university.
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"Truth is so obscure in these times,
and falsehood so established, that,
unless we love the truth, we cannot
know it."
- Pascal
Maybe it's because it's an election
year, and there's so much rot coming from the Left about the Right ,
that I've been thinking lately about
truth - and particularly - about
lies.
So I've compiled a few vignettes
about the lies coming across from
the Left, to buttress the claims of
truth coming from the Right.

**********
For lovers of glasnost, there is
some good news about a longstanding lie in the Soviet Union.

(These are tbe folks , remember,
that we make treaties with .)
On Sept. 3, the New York Times
reported that Soviet officials had
acknowledged that "for the last 50
years the Soviet Union had
deliberately falsified virtually all
public maps of the country, mis placing rivers and streets, distorting boundaries and omitting
geographical features , on orders of
the secret police. "
It is almost humorous that the
Left so loves the idea of "agreement" with the Soviets that they
overlook such minor details as that
nation's trustworthiness. The Soviet
Union cares for its own people so
well that it wouldn't even give them
decent maps to get around
Moscow.
The best maps of the Soyie.t
Union, for mani years) have b·een
available from the United Stat es ...:...1.
from the Central Intelligence
Agency , the
pariah of the
American Left.
Falsehood abounds.

some silly "psychiC fair " held a few
weeks ago. I didn 't print it, but it
deserves commentary.
The release announced that the
fair's $5 admission would include a
"full schedule of continuous free
lectures .... Visa and Mastercard
welcome."
For people who are generally
anti -capitalistic, the New Age festival seemed suspiciously profit oriented .
Many Christians don't seem too
alarmed by the New Age moveme nt.
but th ese people are extremely
curi ous about such phenomenon as
trance and consciousness chaneJIing
once called demonic
possession.
New Agers are particularly fond
of the me ta physical propertie s
found in crystals. (Neve r mind the
oxymoron of the "metaphys ical
items" being sold at ano ther upco ming New Age event.) It seems to me
that crystals are , at bes t, pet rocks
for yuppies , and at worst, idolatry.
New Age is hip, it's left-leaning,
and it's a damn good hoax .

Brawley 's advisors, C. Vernon
Mason, Alton H. Maddox, Jr. and the
Rev. Al Sharpton, became national
nuissances with their despicable
behavior in portraying the entire
New York state law enforcement
establishment as racist and for
advising the Brawley family not to
cooperate with authorities.

**********
If the Soviet Union'!' map-making
has been a part of the biggest lie of
the century, then one of the biggest
lies of this decade must be New Age
metaphysics. Couched in hyperspiritual rhetoric, the New Age
movement is at its heart materialistic and downright pagan.
I received a press release about

If Soviet deception is the He of the
century, and if New Age is the lie of
the decad e, then the Tawana
Brawley case m us t be the lie of
the year.
Last week a New York grand jury
announced that it had .compiled
that
overwhelming
evidence

These radical huffoons are bad
for the country. Their lies have
caused permanent damage to the
long fought for and hard won victories of black Americans.
By fabricating a racial scandal,
they have made it that much more
difficult for blacks with genuine
grievances to make themselves
heard.

A Few Reasons Why George Bush Is A Bumbler
All materials contained within this Issue
ar~ the property of the Current lind-can
not be reproduced or reprinted' without
the . expressed written consent o{ the
Cunentand Its staff. .
.
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Now that all the excitement has
died down, perhaps it's time for a
calm, objective analysis of the presidential debate which took place
last week:
George Bush got creamed.
He answered every question like
he was Heather Locklear explaining
why she goes to Vic Tanny. "Well,
gosh-golly,
you
know , these
weapons systems, they just make
me feel strong. And, gosh-darnit, it
.feels good to feel strong. Doesn't
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it ?"
George didn't really say that, it
only seemed that way . But he did
make the heads of many Ameri cans
spin with his equally garbled nonstatements. Columnist George Will
was so moved by Bush's performance that he wrote, "Bush's chaotic
mind seems to be a consequence of a
lack of public purpose." Who am I to
argue with a conservative?
But seriously, George Bush
showed that he has everything it
takes to not make a good president.
He couldn 't articulate his positions,
such as they were; he had no grasp of
the issues ; and he proved, beyond a
doubt, that he has no judgement
when it comes to people.
But perhaps I'm not being fair.
When asked what commitment he
was willing to make to help out the
homeless and the mentally ill,
George showed that, despite his
life-long wealth, he understood the
problems of those less fortunate
than he. He proved that he could
even think like the mentally ill ...
"I see an involvement by 1,000
points of light," he said. Yes,
George, I see them, too. Now , why
ood Ion rest? Sa

maybe about eight years ?
.
Maybe William Burroughs , the
novelist, knows what George was
talking about, but I doubt the
average American understood him.
Thanks again, George, for taking a
complex issue and evading it. Isn't
that what leaders are for?
Maybe it isn't fair tojudge George
Bush on his hallucinations about
petty domestic problems. George is
a man-of-the-world , a statesman,
the guy you want to go toe-to-toe
with Gorbachev when the missiles
are being handed out.
Here, on his own turf, Bush was
more definite. He proved he could
make the tough call. He didn 't hesitate, even for a moment, to name, in
the interest of fiscal responsibility,
three weapons systems he would be
willing, as president, to do without.
The only prohlem was , all three
arms programs ~ad already been
eliminated from the Pentagon
budget. One of them was cut back
in 1985.
' Ooops!
But, as we all know, foreign
affairs and leadership involves
more than compassion and the
ability to recall minor details about

billion dollar weapons programs. To
be a good president, you have to be a
good judge of people. You have to
know who, when the trigger is cocked , you can count on:
Noriega and Dan Quayle .
Noriega played a key role in the
formulation of the Reagan administrations Central American policy.
The only problem was that the Panamanian dictator was selling drugs
at the time. I wonder how George's
experience as director of the CIA
helped out the Reagan Administration on that one?
And Dan Quayle. Why is he, in
George's estimation , the second
most qualified man to be president?
Well, as George has said before, he
has never burned the American flag .
Not only that, George added in the
debate, he 's "young" and he's
named after a man who gave his life
for his country in World War II. What
more do you want? Now layoff!
Apparently, America is in such
good shape that we don't really need
anybody to actually be the president
anyway, we just need someone to
" look" the part. If you like your presidents tall, then George Bush is the
. man for you.

LETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLE1
Biology Club
Has Open Doors
To the editor:
Why would anyone in their. right
mind desire to participate in the
Biology Club? 'One reason could be
the .fact that we will be bringing
enormousely . interesting people to
present information on a wide
variety of topics ranging from
research projects in the tropics to
adventure trips spanning the globe.
All this to give you clearer information towards avenues that youmay

want to pursue .
Another reason is that when you
get out of school, employers like
-people who are active and participating people , people who can
function with a team.
The club is designed to be an.
informal process enabling expanded experiences and fun . We will be
assebling on Fridays at 1:00 p.m. in
Benton H,allroom lOlA.
Come to check it out if you want to
lay with us or check it out for our
planned camping weekend at MontaukStatePark, Oct. 21-23. Just
show up or contact John Mruzik at

Mor e On 'The Last Temptation~
To the editor:
Regarding: "Last Temptation
Not Beneficial,".a letter by Mike
Fountain (Sept. 15,1988).
After seeing the movie version
of Kaza,.ntazkis' novel (I assume
Mr. Fountain saw it, also), 1 did
find a way in which an imaginative exploration of Christ's life
CQuid be beneficial to finding
"truth." The film challenged me,
as a Christian, to reexamine what
1 really believe about Jesus
Chr:1st.

"Last Temptation" reaffirmed
that the reason Christ is the best
way for me to know God is that
Christ does comprehend humanness, e,g., wanting to be accepted
by 'o thers, wanting to live like
oth~rs live, not wanting to be
alone, etc. This understanding of
human feeling is part of what I
see as the miracle of Chrisf and
certainly a truth for me. I'm
thankful for the reminder.
Amy Adams Squire

553-6227.

Steve Weber _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;..._ _ _ _-'
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On Why J ohnn Can't Read A Map
by John Kilgore
special projects editor
These, according to George
Gallup, are the facts:
• One out of every three
Americans can't find the Pacific
Ocean on a map.
.54 percent of Americans can't
find Japan.
• One out of every seven
Americans can't find the United
States.
• Most Americans couldn't point
to Missouri on a map if their life
depended on it.
There's more , but I don't want to
hold you up - you might need to
start planning your trip back home
now.
Geography class (heh-heh) was
always kind of a joke, wasn't it? A
notch above gym. I mean, two-thirds
of the earth is covered with water,
that's 66 percent, almost a "c" right
there, right?
Wrong. ApPllrently some of your
classmates haven't even paid that
much attention. Item : I had the
opportunity , as a student journalist,
to sit in on a geography class offered
here recently. At random, I asked,
as a conversational ploy, the woman
sitting next to me if she could locate ,
say , Egypt, on a world map . She said,
" No, not before I took this class."
How about Japan? She gave me the
same answer . Certainly not an
exhaustive survey, but perhaps
revealing, nonetheless.
So, what are they teaching in high
school these days?
"Not much. Everybody is on
drugs," some say. "A lot of reading
and math, " according to others.
These
"others"
blame
the

geography illiteracy on a "back-tothe-basics" movement that has
forced teachers to stress reading
and mathematics at the expense of
other disciplines.
Currently, only a handful of states
specifically mention geography as a
. requirement for high school graduation. Missouri requires two units of
social studies, but according to a
state Department of Education
geography
isn't
spokesman,
specifically mentioned as a
requirement.
Yet another group of educational
specialists say the problem, like
most problems, dates back to the fifties . Apparently, sometime during
the homogenization of America
known as the Eisenhower era,
geography was lumped together
subjects
like
history,
with
economics and world culture into an
amalgam known as high school
social studies . Experts theori~e that
the study of maps paled in 'comparison to the study of "people" and ,
hence , geography was shunted, the
unwanted step-sister.
But the
bastardization
of
geography, according to the radical
few , was a result of a less-thancomplete understanding of the true
nature of the subject. Geography,
they say, is as good a way to understand the world as any .
"I think knowing some basic
geography helps you understand
practically
everything,"
said
Associate Professor of Geography
William
R.
Almond.
"Geographers have a better view
of economics than an economist
does, " he said. "A geographer takes
a functional
approach.
Raw
materials are here , laborers for

three classes in geography . Almond
said that his 100 level course,
"Introduction to Geography," could
probably be taught in high school,
"without much problem."

Almond said that most of his
students took the course because it
was required for their teaching certificate. "Last spring we offered a
course in geography of the Soviet
Union and only three kids signed up
for it," he said. "The course gives
you a look at Soviet society, its
economy, its people and politics,
and it's probably more interesting
than three-fourths of the conrses on
this campus. "

(

Almond said that the university
would benefit from having a
geography department, but added
that most St. Louis area colleges
have pretty bare cupboards when it
comes to the science.

manufacturing are there, the
market is over there and here's the
transportation network that ties
them together.
" It makes more sense to me than
the economist's interest in profits
and loss," he said.
Almond , who taught for 30 years
in the St.Louis public high schools,
said he blames the current
geography illiteracy on a lack of respect for academic subjects.
"It's not only geography. I think
our stUdents are less informed

about practically everything than
they were a few years ago," he said.
"I think it is due to the effects of
teacher's colleges. Theytakealotof'
courses in methods, but they don't
know the subjects they teach in
high school.
"We can do better with fewer
things like child psychology and
method's courses," Almond said.
"Teachers ought to have more subject matter in the things they
teach ."

According to Almond, American
geographers define geography in
one of two ways. One group calls
geography "the study of earth as
man 's home, " and the other, the
more cerebral geographers I
assume , call it "the study of
patterns. "
"If you map something out, you
get a pattern. Whether it's history,
economics or even religion,"
Almond said .
Currently, UM-St. Louis offers

Whether that w'iJl change here
sometime soon, no one can say. But
a reconsideration of the role of
geography in the school of
education's curriculum was one of
the subjects under consideration at
an area-wide symposium sponsored
recently
by
the
Danforth
Foundation.
No decision was reached on the
future of geography here, but a committee of the university'S deans and
professors is still debating the
issue. For geography activists, the
only problem is that the subject is,
once again, lumped ih with other
academic disciplines as academia
wrestles with its priorities.

T ext Of The Chancellor 's State Of Univer sity Address
Following are excerpts from Chancellors Marguerite R. Barnett's State
of the University Address, made on Sept. 29.

Introduction
Today we celebrate the 25th anniversary of the University of
Missouri -St. Louis by examining the state of our univ ersity . Th is is a day
of celebration, and we embrace and treasure the spe cial spirit of this
occasion.

Let The Future In
During the past year and a half I have met witb peopl e throughout the
campus , including each acad emic dep artment, to dis cuss their vision of
the past, the present, and the future . It is clear from these meetings that
our committed, talented faculty and our loyal staff, with full knowledg e
of the difficulties and sacrifices necessary , want UM-St. Louis to complete its development as an urban, public research institution of stature.
Traditiuonally, first -class universities were cast in one mold -they
were generally programmatically comprehensive institutions with
exceptionally fine research faculty, first-rate facilities and resources for
instruction and research , and residential students who had high entering
achievement scores.
.
As we look to the future , we must ask ourselves which of these
qualities we want to emulate. We have an excellent faculty and shall
seek to retain our existing faculty qnality, and add new faculty with proven research abilities as we enhance and develop our academic
programs .
Clearly we want first-class research and instructional facilities - for
our campus. That part of the traditional model is appropriate.
It is also clear , how ever, that our mission is not to become an elitist
institution with a reputation based on exclusion of students. Indeed , I
have never fully understood the logic of judging the quality of univer sities and colleges by the achievement scores of entering students . It is
no great challenge to take bright youngsters of proven high achievement
and produce bright graduates of proven high achievement. M.ore difficult
is the task we, as an institution with a land-grant tradition, have rightly
set for ourselves.
That is to take a diverse group of students and help potential develop
into talent and talent into genius. Many of our students have high
achievement scores , but some have average achievement. Some are
wealthy, others poor. Most work while attending the university. Some
come from the county and some from the city . They are men and women
from all racial , ethnic and religious groups. It is or task to take this rich
cross-section of America and produce the core of well-prepared
graduates who will make this region productive into the next century.
The last part of the traditional model - that of programmatic comprehensiveness - is complex and raises questions for our campus.
Clearly , ther are two aspects to this issue - funding and need . If we
lay aside the funding issues , there remains the problem of determining
what the excellent urban, research university of the 21st century should
look like.
To do so , I have met with a group that includes faculty leaders, staff
leaders , deans , and cabinet members to discuss a strategic plan for UMSt. Louis . Led by the Office of Budget, Planning, and Institutional
Research , this strategic plan will take us from the end of our five-year
plan into the 21st century .
It will define where we want to be , department by department, unit by
unit , in 15, 20, and 25 years . It will help us structure a new 21st century
model of excellence for UM-St. Louis.
As our strategic planning process unfolds,our Chancellor's Council,
alumni and other support groups will be asked to participate in this
planning process. The St. Louis comunity must be an integral part of our
planning effort. Also, we hope the president and curators will take special interest in this project.
Central to the strategic planning process is the recognition that it is
the peQ~~ associated with this univerSity who have made it an excellent

example of urban, public higher education. Therefore , the issues of compensation for faculty and staff must be a high priority of any planning
process that looks to shape a future of excellence.
But while we have together agreed that improved salaries are a cru cial part of our campus agenda and have done all we could within the
confines of thi s campus to give fiscal substance top priority , the fact
remains that we depend upon the president of the University of Missouri
sys tem to work with the legi slature and the governor to secure the monies in the general operating budget that can be used to enhance
compensation.
As you know , that portion of the general operating budget differs from
both the capital budget, whicb ~upports buildings , and the mandated or
targeted programs, which support initiatives such as Partnerships For
Progress. I was very pleased to learn that the governor is seriously considering returning the three percent of our univerSity budget that is currently being withheld. If returned, I am personally committed to
applying those monies to faculty and staff salaries . Th ree percent on our
budget base would give US additional two and a half percent salary pool
for the entire campus and , when combined with th e three and a half percent already allocated, would produce a total wage increase of six percent for this year .
Nothing would please me more than to be able to make that critical
salary adju stment upward.
In a moment of great perceptiveness, Hodding Carter noted that there
are two things we should give our children: roots and wings. This after ~
noon we have looked at our roots in the past and briefly examined the
wings that we hope will lift us to the future. but what of this current
academic year ? It will be a year of moving forward! Let me give you a
brief snapshot.
Our enrollment continues to climb, reaching 12,200 this fall semester,
topping our previous high of 12,048 reached in 1981.
In total , 51 new faculty members will join our university this fall; 43
are new faculty funded through the Partnerships For Progress project.
Planning is underway for transformation of our Pierre Laclede Honors
Program into an Honors College, and 10 full, four-year scholarships
have been provided to strengthen it.
Private contributions have provided monies for the Humanities Fund
that will.be available again this year.
An engineering program-Will be deb-ated by the UniverSity Senate this
year. As a result of our own efforts to develop creative aproaches to this
preSSing St Louis need, we have several opportuntities for developing
collaborative programs in engineering with either Washington University, UM-Columbia or UM-Rolla . I am pleased that we have made so
much progress in pushing forward this effort, which had languished for
so many years.
This fall the first INTERCO four-year shcolarship, the first Monsanto
four-year scholarship, and the first Union Electric Graduate Fellowship
were awarded .
hC
en·
In addition, unrestricted gift dollars support the James T. Bus
ter, the Bridge Program , and part of our total Partnerships For Progress
initiative. We have established a four-year fellowship in biology named
for Curator Peter Raven, and today we are announcing a four-year
fellowship in physics, the 25th Anniversary Fellowship, named to commemorate the 25th year of our founding as a university. Improved
scholarships reflect our increase in private donation. Since June of 1986,
$5.5 million in private gifts and pledges have been made to UM-St.
Louis . This is an 800 percent increase since 1982, the year the curators
asked the UM system to double private gifts in ten years . We are well d
ahead of our camp.lls goal :lmI pleased by the support we have receive
from the St.Louis community.
I am also very pleased To tell you that Gen~ra) DynamIcs has funded a
new program at the University of Missouri-St. Louis that will extend the
.
Bridge Program to students in grades six through eight. The gift of
$300 ,000 over four years will provide for science and mathematics
enrichment, plus tutoring and mentoring for junior high school students
in Wellston, Normandy, and University City school districts. This extension of our high school partnership into middle schools again places this
campus in a leadership position among urban universities. We continue
. to enhance our Partnerships For Progress model to increase ways in

which a research unive rsity can assist regi onal economic development.
This new middle school program will be called "Access tei Success." We
·are grateful to General Dynamics for its support.
Finally , I have one additional piece of information that I am certain
will please faculty, staff, students , and alumni. We plan to restore Bugg
Lake! It will be at approximately the same site, behind our new science
complex, but will be a deeper, better landscaped lake than before. It will
be restored in the spring of 1989 in time for the last phase of our yearlong 25th anniversary celebration.

A New Era In University Education
During 1988-89 , we can expect a year of celebration as well as activity
that helps build toward the future . I beleive that we at the University of
Missouri -St. Louis are embarking upon a new era in the history of
university education. If we trace the history of tbe birth of traditionbreaking instit utions, we see some interesting patterns. Harvard was
established in 1636 t o bring classical , humanistic education to an upperclass bent upon developing a Western European intellectual tradition in
America . In 1871, Smith College was at the forefront of professional
education for women, as were the group of women's colleges that
followed.
Our contribution to that model will be the shaped and substance we
give our strategic plan for UM-St. Louis. The community must decide
that it wants an urban , resear ch university that is not a creation of the
17th, 18th, 19th, or even the 20th century, but an institution best suited to
the needs of the 21st centruy. This 21st century university must embody
quality and be accessible; support applied and theoretical research; and
offer superb undergraduate education as well as graduate and
profesional programs of stature . But it will not have to replicate tile
complete arrary of programs offered by traditional institutions that
were built when they were the only universities available for hundreds
of miles. It probably will focus 011 those programs most important to the
transformed economy of the 21st century .
These 21st century urban universities must form partnerships.
Partnerships with urban cultural, educational, economic, and civic institutions can provide the expanded experience to students possible
only where a city can become a university 's extended laboratory. Above
all, these new 21st century urban, public, research universities must
nurture the humanistic tradition, making it relevant to a changed
economy and society, and they should be leadership institutions providing ideas, energy and dIrection to their regions undergoing dramatic
transformation .

Our Ambition Is Great, But So Is Our Potential
We _ administrators , students, faculty, staff, alumni , administrators,
and community supporters of UM-St. Louis _ have an exciting common
agenda.I invite all of you to become engaged in the dialogue that will
characterize this anniversary year. We owe the next generation our sincerest effort to build this institution.
During the last few years , I have ended a number of addresses and
articles with the phrase" "Our ambition is great, but so is our potential."
. That potential rests in the greatness of the people associated with this
institution .
The future of our campus rests in the hands _ and depends on the
spirit of - the men and women associated with the University of
Missouri-St .Louis.
There is an old saying, "If you don't know where you are going, any
bus will get you there ." We know our direction is toward institutional
greatness.
But the effort will be considerable. As George Bernard Shaw observed:
"Anybody, almost, can make a beginning. The difficulty is to make an
end - to do what cannot be bettered."
I would like to close with a stanza from Longfellow, which Martin
Luther King would quote frequently :
"The heights by great men reached and kept were not attained by sudden flight. But they, while their companions slept, were tOiling upward
in the night."

Keen-Eyed ~eporter Exposes .Intellectual Charades
by J. Slh
reporter

The call came early this
morning. I crawled over the bodies
on the floor to answer the phone.
"What the hell is it? - and it
better be good, " I growled . My
head felt full of molten lava.
"Ah, slacking off again , I take
it." It was the Boss , and I don 't
mean Springsteen. "Hope you 're
through enjoying yourself, because
it 's time to go to work."
I knew the assignment was big,
or he would 've waited until dawn
to tell me . I sat up and rubbed my
eyes . "Uh , yesslr. I'm ready.

W~,at IS my miSSion :

Need you for some clean up
work . It's not pretty, but then I
know you're used to tough going "Pardon me for interrrupting,
Boss , but what is it? Sniffing out
corporate crime in Clayton?
Finding out whose on Bush's
character assassination sheet this
week? Running more illegal coffee
out of Nicaragua?"
"It's UMSL. Do something about
it. You've got 72 hours . Good
luck ." He hung up before I could
get him to be more specific. He
usually does.
I got there just as the

ambulances were leaving. It
looked bad all right. There were
back issues oUhe student
newspaper heaped Chest-high in
the halls. Business majors were
busy estimating the damage on
iheir Hewlitt-Packard business
pocket calculatQrs and looking at
the tags on the bodybags, making
occasional notes in their bloodstained ledgers. I darted into a
building that still had smoke rising from its ruined entryway.
Funny, you'd think at a campus
whose buildings are so obviously
Ilased on international
architecture (most of them in the
hyperutilitarian Soviet style) and

",nose radio station ~ad 100,000
watts of effected radiO power. .
well, it's just strange that its antiapathy emergency crews weren't
up to scratch . My eyes burned; it
was either from the smoke or from
that tequila last night. I was too
late. Almost.
My first goal was damage contro!. Then a quick training of the
available forces in guerrilla
education. I knew that this damn
campus had something to offer,
and I knew that only a well-trained
team conld glean the best of what
UMSL was able to give. Where the
best parking spaces were and how
. to get them without being booked

for Murder : L How to spot the
more promlsmg classes and how
to spot academic deadwood. How
to find professors who where
'academically HOT and refused to
believe that UMSL was merely a
collection of local zombies who
called themselves stUdents. Who
dared to teach in spite of being
warned that theirs were wasted
efforts and who were warned that
they were being TOO INTELLECTUAL for this campus.
Yeah, it was going to tie tough
going, the Boss was right, but I
was up for it. A thankless job,

likely , and sure to cause more
-than a few puz zled headscrlltchers

to wonder what in Dobb's name
has been loose at this very
keyboard. Beware. I am putting
you on notice. You know who you
are. And you know what I am talking about. Just because the Chancellor hasn't raised admissions
standards enough for you all to
end your CHARADE as thinkers
and lovers of wisdom DOESN'T
mean I have to like you or what's
happening here. I have my orders . .
I must not fail.
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How to make ahit.
The AmericanExpress~ Card is a hit virtually
an»Where you shop, from Los Angeles to
London. Whether you 're buying books, baseball
tickets or brunch. So during college and after,
. it's the perfect way to pay for just about
_everything you'll

edth
SJstem.

How to get
the Card now.
College is the first
sign of success. And .
because we believe in your
potential, we've made it easier for
students of this school to get the
American EA']xess Card right
now - even without a job or a
credit history. So whether you're an
underclassman, senior or
grad student, look into
our automatic approval
offers. For details pick up an
application on campus. Or call
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a
student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It.

Prisoners of old-fashioned
correction systems, freedom is
here.
Smith Corona's Correcting
Cassette means an end to
twists, tangles and fumbles. .
It's an easy-to-Ioad, drop-m
correction tape you can insert in
mere seconds.
There are no spools to
unwind. No complicated threading. No more muttering under
your breath. It's that simple.
What's just as simple is
our Right Ribbon System~M It
simply prevents you from
using the wrong combination
of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
Youl1 find our Correcting
Cassette and Right Ribbon
System on the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
'iou'll also find lots of other

great features on the XL 2500like the Spell-Right™ 50,000
word electronic dictionary, full
line correction, WordEraser®
and more.
You might expect a typewriter this sophisticated to cost
a bundle, but the XL 2500 is
surprising1y affordable.
All of which makes it
one of the best values
you can find today.
Case closed.

For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Co rporation, 65 Locus~ Avenue. New Canaan, CT 06840

or Smith Coro na (Canada l..td.). 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontano. Canada MI B IY4.
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We Want You!

To Be A Reporter F or The Current
We need a few good people with a reasonably good command of the
English language to write news, features and sports.

Contact Pa ul , Kevin or Steve at
t he Current
553-5174

